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Our Safety Engineering

Feige FILLING realizes fundamental safety standards to 

ensure continuous improvement and development of 

the working environment.

Your benefits 

 You utilize the machine manufacturer‘s expertise

 You have the possibility to book safety inspections 
    right from the purchase of the filling machine

 You protect your employees

 You provide your team with a reliable 
    health and safety standard

 You fulfill the national regulations and directives

 You motivate your team with up-to-date training

Our service
 Supporting in terms of safety-related matters

 Analyzing and assessing risks

 Providing risk assessments

 Creating customized safety concepts

 Advising on explosion protection

 Providing training for employees and customer   
    teams

 Providing safety-related inspections of machines  
    and plants

 Providing practical noise emission measurements
    of machines and plants 

 Providing thermographic measurements
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A HAVER & BOECKER Company

 Providing training for maximum expertise
Do you want to train your team in terms of  

machine safety and explosion protection?

Our training courses support you with implemen-

ting your company targets.

www.haver-academy.de

 Creating customized safety concepts
Are you planning a new machine or plant? We are 

your partner for customized safety concepts and 

support you with any safety-related matter.

 Inspecting pressurized enclosures
We offer regular inspections of FEIGE devices with 

the ignition protection class „Ex p“. We can also 

carry out corrective maintenance, including the 

necessary verification documentation, after modi-

fication or replacement of components.

We take over

 Advising on machine safety
You care about the safety and the health protection 

of your team. We ensure the optimum state of your 

machines, which in turn ensures the safety of your 

employees. 

Optimizing the machine safety
We offer first-class advice to ensure the machine 

safety. Our team of experts assists you in terms of 

modification, modernizing old and used machines as 

well creating safety concepts.

 Providing safety-related inspection
Our experienced specialists carefully inspect and 

evaluate your plants and machines. We are with you 

to ensure that your systems meet the necessary  

safety requirements.

 

 Risk assessment and declaration of conformity  
In the scope of the Machinery directive 2006/42/EC, 

we help manufacturers and vendors of machines and 

plants creating well-founded risk assessments to fulfill 

legal requirements.

 Explosion protection specialists
The explosion protection requires the utmost care and 

attention. Our expertise in this sensitive area can be 

life-saving. Rely on our specialist knowledge and expe-

rience. 

 Providing regular inspections
    according to national regulations
Our specialists inspect your machines and plants care-

fully and create detailed inspection reports to ensure 

that your machines fulfill the national regulations.
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